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Abstract. Problems of secure communication and computation have
been studied extensively in network models. Goldreich, Goldwasser, and
Linial, Franklin and Yung, and Franklin and Wright have initiated the
study of secure communication and secure computation in multi-recipient
(broadcast) models. A “broadcast channel” (such as ethernet) enables
one processor to send the same message—simultaneously and privately—
to a fixed subset of processors. In their Eurocrypt ’98 paper, Franklin and
Wright have shown that if there are n broadcast lines between a sender
and a receiver and there are at most t malicious (Byzantine style) proces-
sors, then the condition n > t is necessary and sufficient for achieving ef-
ficient probabilisticly reliable and probabilisticly private communication.
They also showed that if n > d3t/2e then there is an efficient protocol
to achieve probabilisticly reliable and perfectly private communication.
And they left open the question whether there exists an efficient protocol
to achieve probabilisticly reliable and perfectly private communication
when d3t/2e ≥ n > t. In this paper, by using a different authentica-
tion scheme, we will answer this question affirmatively and study related
problems.
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1 Introduction

If two parties are connected by a private and authenticated channel, then se-
cure communication between them is guaranteed. However, in most cases, many
parties are only indirectly connected, as elements of an incomplete network of
private and authenticated channels. In other words they need to use intermediate
or internal nodes. Achieving participants cooperation in the presence of faults is
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a major problem in distributed networks. The interplay of network connectivity
and secure communication have been studied extensively (see, e.g., [1,4,6,7,12]).
For example, Dolev [6] and Dolev et al. [7] showed that, in the case of t Byzan-
tine faults, reliable communication is achievable only if the systems’s network is
2k+1 connected. Hadzilacos [12] has shown that even in the absence of malicious
failures connectivity t + 1 is required to achieve reliable communication in the
presence of t faulty participants.

Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Linial [11], Franklin and Yung [9], and Franklin
and Wright [8] have initiated the study of secure communication and secure
computation in multi-recipient (broadcast) models. A “broadcast channel” (such
as ethernet) enables one participant to send the same message—simultaneously
and privately—to a fixed subset of participants. Franklin and Yung [9] have given
a necessary and sufficient condition for individuals to exchange private messages
in broadcast models in the presence of passive adversaries (passive gossipers).
For the case of active Byzantine adversaries, many results have been presented
by Franklin and Wright [8]. Note that Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Linial [11]
have also studied the fault-tolerant computation in the public broadcast model
in the presence of active Byzantine adversaries.

There are many examples of broadcast channels. A simple example is a local
area network like an Ethernet bus or a token ring. Another example is a shared
cryptographic key. By publishing an encrypted message, a participant initiates
a broadcast to the subset of participants that is able to decrypt it.

We will abstract away the concrete network structures and consider multicast
graphs. Specifically, a multicast graph is just a graph G(V, E). A vertex A ∈ V is
called a neighbor of another vertex B ∈ V if there there is an edge (A, B) ∈ E. In
a multicast graph, we assume that any message sent by a node A will be received
identically by all its neighbors, whether or not A is faulty, and all parties outside
of A’s neighbor learn nothing about the content of the message. The neighbor
networks have been studied by Franklin and Yung in [9]. They have also studied
the more general notion of hypergraphs, which we do not need.

As Franklin and Wright [8] have pointed out, unlike the simple channel model,
it is not possible to directly apply protocols over multicast lines to disjoint paths
in a general multicast graph, since disjoint paths may have common neighbors.
Franklin and Wright have shown that in certain cases the change from simple
channel to broadcast channel hurts the adversary more than it helps, because
the adversary suffers from the restriction that an incorrect transmission from a
faulty processor will always be received identically by all of its neighbors.

It was shown [8] that if there are n broadcast lines (that is, n paths with
disjoint neighborhoods) between a sender and a receiver and there are at most t
malicious (Byzantine style) processors, then the condition n > t is necessary and
sufficient for achieving efficient probabilisticly reliable and probabilisticly private
communication. They also showed that there is an efficient protocol to achieve
probabilisticly reliable and perfectly private communication when n > d3t/2e,
and there is an exponential bit complexity protocol for achieving probabilisticly
reliable and perfectly private communication when d3t/2e ≥ n > t. However,
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they left open the question whether there exists an efficient protocol to achieve
probabilisticly reliable and perfectly private communication when d3t/2e ≥ n >
t. In this paper, by using a different authentication scheme, we will answer this
question affirmatively and study related problems. We will also show that it is
NP-complete to decide whether a multicast graph has n disjoint broadcast lines
(that is, n paths with disjoint neighborhoods).

Note that, similar as in Franklin and Wright [8], we will only consider the
scenario when the underlying graph is known to all nodes. For the scenario that
the graph is unknown, the protocols may be completely different, see Burmester,
Desmedt, and Kabatianski [2].

2 Models

Throughout this paper, n denotes the number of multicast lines and t denotes
the number of faults under the control of the adversary. We write |S| to denote
the number of elements in the set S. We write x ∈R S to indicate that x is
chosen with respect to the uniform distribution on S. Let F be a finite field,
and let a, b, M ∈ F. We define auth(M, a, b) = aM + b (following [10,13,14]).
In this paper, we will also use a multiple authentication scheme. That is, for
a, b, c, d, M ∈ F, let bauth(M, a, b, c, d) = aM3 + bM2 + cM + d. Note that the
main advantage of the function bauth() is that each authentication key (a, b, c, d)
can be used to authenticate three different messages M0, M1, and M2 without
revealing any information of the authentication key. While for the function auth()
each authentication key (a, b) can only be used to authenticate one message (that
is, it is a kind of one-time pad) (see Simmons [15]). Note that den Boer [5] used
similar polynomials to construct one-time authentication schemes.

Theorem 1. Let (a, b, c, d) be chosen uniformly from F4, Mi ∈ F for i = 0, 1, 2,
and si = bauth(Mi, a, b, c, d) for i = 0, 1, 2 be the authentication code of Mi

respectively. Then, for any a0, b0, c0, d0 ∈ F,

Pr[a=a0|view0] = Pr[b=b0|view0] = Pr[c=c0|view0] = Pr[d=d0|view0] =
1
|F|

where view0 = (M0, s0, M1, s1, M2, s2)

Proof. By the condition, we have the following three equations with four un-
knowns:

M3
0 a + M2

0 b + M0c + d = s0

M3
1 a + M2

1 b + M1c + d = s1

M3
2 a + M2

2 b + M2c + d = s2.

Since the coefficient matrix of the above equations is a so-called Vandermonde
matrix, no value of a can be ruled out. That is, every a is equally likely given
the values (M0, s0, M1, s1, M2, s2). (A similar argument applies for b, or c or d.)
This completes the proof of the theorem. ut
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Following Franklin and Wright [8], we consider multicast as our only commu-
nication primitive. A message that is multicast by any node in a multicast neigh-
bor network is received by all its neighbors with privacy (that is, non-neighbors
learn nothing about what was sent) and authentication (that is, neighbors are
guaranteed to receive the value that was multicast and to know which neighbor
multicast it). In our models, we assume that all nodes in the multicast graph
know the complete protocol specification and the complete structure of the mul-
ticast graph. In a message transmission protocol, the sender A starts with a
message MA drawn from a message space M with respect to a certain proba-
bility distribution. At the end of the protocol, the receiver B outputs a message
MB. We consider a synchronous system in which messages are sent via multicast
in rounds. During each round of the protocol, each node receives any messages
that were multicast by its neighbors at the end of the previous round, flips coins
and perform local computations, and then possibly multicast a message. We will
also assume that the message space M is a representable subset of the finite
field F.

Generally there are two kinds of adversaries. A passive adversary (or gossiper
adversary) is an adversary who can only observe the traffics through t internal
nodes. An active adversary (or Byzantine adversary) is an adversary with un-
limited computational power who can control t internal nodes. That is, an active
adversary will not only listen to the traffics through the controlled nodes, but
also control the message sent by those controlled nodes. Both kinds of adver-
saries are assumed to know the complete protocol specification, message space,
and the complete structure of the multicast graph. At the start of the protocol,
the adversary chooses the t faulty nodes. A passive adversary can view the be-
havior (coin flips, computations, message received) of all the faulty nodes. An
active adversary can view all the behavior of the faulty nodes and, in addition,
control the message that they multicast. We allow for the strongest adversary.
(An alternative interpretation is that t nodes are collaborating adversaries.)

For any execution of the protocol, let adv be the adversary’s view of the entire
protocol. We write adv(M, r) to denote the adversary’s view when MA = M and
when the sequence of coin flips used by the adversary is r.

Definition 2. (see Franklin and Wright [8])

1. A message transmission protocol is δ-reliable if, with probability at least 1−δ,
B terminates with MB = MA. The probability is over the choices of MA

and the coin flips of all nodes.
2. A message transmission protocol is ε-private if, for every two messages

M0, M1 and every r,
∑

c |Pr[adv(M0, r) = c] − Pr[adv(M1, r) = c]| ≤ 2ε.
The probabilities are taken over the coin flips of the honest parties, and the
sum is over all possible values of the adversary’s view.

3. A message transmission protocol is perfectly private if it is 0-private.
4. A message transmission protocol is (ε, δ)-secure if it is ε-private and δ-

reliable.
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5. An (ε, δ)-secure message transmission protocol is efficient if its round com-
plexity and bit complexity are polynomial in the size of the network, log 1

ε (if
ε > 0) and log 1

δ (if δ > 0).

3 Background: Reliable Communication over Neighbor
Networks

In this section, we review Franklin and Wright’s Eurocrypt ’98 protocols for
reliable communication over multicast lines. The reader familiar with these pro-
tocols can skip this section. For two vertices A and B in a multicast graph
G(V, E), we say that A and B are connected by n neighborhood (except A and
B) disjoint lines if there are n lines p1, . . . , pn ⊆ V with the following properties:

– For each j ≤ n, the j-th line pj is a sequence of mj + 2 nodes A = X0,j ,
X1,j , . . . , Xm+1,j = B where Xi,j is a neighbor of Xi+1,j .

– For each i1, i2, j1, and j2 with j1 6= j2, the only possible common neighbors
of Xi1,j1 and Xi2,j2 are A and B.

If there is no ambiguity we drop the “except A and B.”
Without loss of generality, in this section we assume that party A (the mes-

sage transmitter) and party B (the message recipient) are connected by n neigh-
borhood disjoint lines, and we assume that m1 = m2 = . . . = mn.

Basic Propagation Protocol (Franklin and Wright [8]) In this protocol,
A tries to propagate a value sA to B.

– In round 1, A multicast sA.
– In round ρ for 2 ≤ ρ ≤ m + 1, each Xρ−1,j(1 ≤ j ≤ n) expects to receive

a single element from Xρ−2,j. Let uρ−1,j be this value if a value was in fact
received, or a publicly known default element otherwise. At the end of round
ρ, Xρ−1,j multicast uρ−1,j .

– In round m + 2, B receives a single element from each Xm,j, or substitutes
the default element. Let sB

j be the value received or substituted on line j.

From now on when a party substitutes the default element, we just say that
the party substitutes.

Full Distribution Protocol (Franklin and Wright [8]) In this protocol,
each internal node Xi,j tries to transmit an element si,j to both A and B.

– In round 1, each Xi,j(1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) multicast si,j to (in particular)
Xi−1,j and Xi+1,j .

– In round ρ for 2 ≤ ρ ≤ m + 1:
• For 1 ≤ j ≤ n and ρ ≤ i ≤ m, each Xi,j expects to be the intended

recipient of an element from Xi−1,j (initiated by Xi−ρ+1,j). Let ui,j be
the received value or a default value if none is received.
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• For 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ i ≤ m − ρ + 1, Xi,j expects to be the intended
recipient of an element from Xi+1,j (initiated by Xi+ρ−1,j). Let vi,j be
the received or default value.

• For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, B expects to be the intended recipient on the j-th line of
a single element (initiated by Xm−ρ+2,j). Let sB

m−ρ+2,j be the received
or default value.

• For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, A expects to be the intended recipient on the j-th line
of a single element (initiated by Xρ−1,j). Let sA

ρ−1,j be the received or
default value.

• Xi,j multicasts ui,j to Xi+1,j if ρ ≤ i ≤ m, and vi,j to Xi−1,j if 1 ≤ i ≤
m − ρ + 1.

Fact 3. (Franklin and Wright [8]) If there are no faults on the j-th line, then
sA

i,j = sB
i,j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Further, if Xi,j is the only fault on the j-th line,

then sA
i,j = sB

i,j .

Reliable Transmission Protocol (Franklin and Wright [8]) In this pro-
tocol, A tries to reliably transmit a message MA to B.

– The nodes on all the n lines execute an instance of the Full Distribution
Protocol, which takes place during rounds 1 through m+1. The element that
Xi,j initiates is (ai,j , bi,j) which is randomly chosen from F2. Let (aA

i,j , b
A
i,j)

and (aB
i,j , b

B
i,j) be the values that A and B receive or substitute as the element

initiated by Xi,j .
– The nodes on all the n lines execute an instance of the Basic Propagation

Protocol from A to B, which takes place during rounds m+2 through 2m+3.
The element that A initiates is {(i, j, MA, auth(MA, aA

i,j , b
A
i,j)) : 1 ≤ i ≤

m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. In round 2m+3, B receives or substitutes {(i, j, MB
i,j,k, uB

i,j,k) :
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} on the k-th line, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

– Let rk(M) = {j : ∃i(M = MB
i,j,k&uB

i,j,k = auth(MB
i,j,k, aB

i,j , b
B
i,j))}. B outputs

MB that maximizes maxk |rk(MB)|.

Theorem 4. (Franklin and Wright [8]) If δ > 0, n > t, and |F| > mn2/δ, then
the Reliable Transmission Protocol is an efficient δ-reliable message transmission
protocol.

4 Reliable and Private Communication over Neighbor
Networks

4.1 Survey of Franklin-Wright’s Results

As in the previous section, we assume that party A (the message transmitter)
and party B (the message recipient) are connected by n neighborhood disjoint
lines. Franklin and Wright showed the following results regarding to privacy in
broadcast networks:
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1. If n > t, δ > 0 and ε > 0, then there is an efficient (ε, δ)-secure message
transmission protocol between A and B.

2. If n > d3t/2e and δ > 0, then there is an efficient (0, δ)-secure message
transmission protocol between A and B, that is, a δ-reliable and perfect
private message transmission protocol.

3. If t < n ≤ d3t/2e and δ > 0, then there is an exponential bit complexity
(0, δ)-secure message transmission protocol between A and B.

4.2 The Franklin-Wright’s Open Problem

They left open the question whether it is possible to efficiently achieve perfect
privacy when t < n ≤ d3t/2e. That is, does there exist a polynomial time (0, δ)-
secure message transmission protocol between A and B when t < n ≤ d3t/2e?
We give an affirmative answer to this question.

4.3 The Solution

Intuitively, our protocol proceeds as follows. First, using the Full Distribution
Protocol from the preceding section, each internal node Xi,j transmits a random
authentication key (ai,j , bi,j, ci,j , di,j) ∈R F4 to both A and B. Secondly, using
the Basic Propagation Protocol, B transmits to A a random r ∈R F authenti-
cated by the keys in {(ai,j , bi,j, ci,j , di,j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Thirdly, for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, A decides whether A and B agree on at least one authentication
key on the j-th line. Let

KA = {(ij , j) : (aA
ij ,j , b

A
ij ,j, c

A
ij ,j, d

A
ij ,j)

is the first key agreed upon by A and B on the j-th line}.

Lastly, A encrypts the message MA using the sum of the pads aA
ij ,j ((ij , j) ∈ KA)

and, using the Basic Propagation Protocol, transmits to B the set KA and the
ciphertext authenticated by the keys in {(aA

i,j , b
A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤

n}. Lastly, B decrypts the message.

Perfectly Private Transmission Protocol

– The nodes on all the n lines execute an instance of the Full Distribution
Protocol, which takes place during rounds 1 through m + 1. The element
that Xi,j initiates is (ai,j , bi,j , ci,j , di,j) which is randomly chosen from F4.
Let (aA

i,j , b
A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j) and (aB

i,j , b
B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j) be the values that A and B

receive or substitute as the element initiated by Xi,j .
– The nodes on all the n lines execute an instance of the Basic Propagation

Protocol from B to A, which takes place during rounds m+2 through 2m+3.
The element that B initiates is {(i, j, rB, bauth(rB , aB

i,j , b
B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j)) : 1 ≤

i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, where rB ∈R F. In round 2m+3, A receives or substitutes
{(i, j, rA

i,j,k, uA
i,j,k) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} on the k-th line, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
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– Let rk(r) = {j : ∃i(r = rA
i,j,k&uA

i,j,k = bauth(rA
i,j,k, aA

i,j , b
A
i,j, c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j))}, rA

be the message that maximizes |rkA (rA)| = maxk |rk(rA)|, and let KA =
{(ij , j) : j ∈ rkA(rA), ∀(0 < i < ij)(uA

i,j,kA 6= bauth(rA, aA
i,j , b

A
i,j, c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j))}.

A computes zA = MA +
∑

(ij ,j)∈KA aA
ij ,j .

– In rounds 2m + 4 through 3m + 5, the nodes on all the n lines execute an
instance of the Basic Propagation Protocol from A to B. The element that
A initiates is {(i, j, zA, KA, bauth(〈zA, KA〉, aA

i,j , b
A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j)) : 1 ≤ i ≤

m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, where 〈zA, KA〉 denotes the concatenation of zA and KA

(without loss of generality, we assume that prefix-free codes are used so that
we can uniquely recover zA and KA from 〈zA, KA〉). In round 3m + 5, B
receives or substitutes {(i, j, zB

i,j,k, KB
i,j,k, uB

i,j,k) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} on
the k-th line, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

– Rk(〈z, K〉) = {j : ∃i(〈z, K〉 = 〈zB
i,j,k, KB

i,j,k〉 & uB
i,j,k = bauth(〈zB

i,j,k, KB
i,j,k〉,

aB
i,j , b

B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j))}, and let 〈zB, KB〉 be the message that maximizes the

following: |RkB (〈zB, KB〉)| = maxk |Rk(〈zB, KB〉)|. B outputs MB = zB −∑
(ij ,j)∈KB aB

ij ,j .

The Perfectly Private Transmission Protocol provides efficient (0, δ)-secure
message transmission provided that the field F used by bauth() satisfies |F| ≥
2(3n+mn2)

δ . Since reliable communication is not possible when t ≥ n, this protocol
provides matching upper and lower bounds for perfect privacy and probabilistic
reliability.

Theorem 5. If δ > 0, n > t, and |F| > 2(3n + mn2)/δ, then the Perfectly
Private Transmission Protocol is an efficient (0, δ)-secure message transmission
protocol.

Proof. Let w0 denote the number of lines with no faults, w1 the number with
exactly one fault, and w+ the number with two or more faults. Then since
n > t, it follows that w0 > w+. By Fact 3, |KA| ≥ w0 + w1 > w+ + w1.
Whence there is a (ij∗ , j∗) ∈ KA such that the j∗-th line is a non-faulty line,
and aA

ij∗ ,j∗ = aij∗ ,j∗ , bA
ij∗ ,j∗ = bij∗ ,j∗ , cA

ij∗ ,j∗ = cij∗ ,j∗ , and dA
ij∗ ,j∗ = dij∗ ,j∗ .

By Theorem 1, the adversary gets no information about aA
ij∗ ,j∗ given the view

advMA , where advMA consists of the following information:

1. {(i, j, rB , bauth(rB , aB
i,j , b

B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n};

2. {(i, j, zA, KA, bauth(〈zA, KA〉, aA
i,j , b

A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n};

and
3. at most one randomly guessed (by the adversary) correct authenticator of

some random message.

It should be noted that the above item 3 in the adversary’s view advMA is
important for the following reasons: with non zero probability the first trans-
mission from B to A may fail (i.e. in rounds m + 2 through 2m + 3). That is,
the adversary may create a bogus (rB)′ (which is different from rB) and guess
the value bauth((rB)′, aB

ij∗ ,j∗ , b
B
ij∗ ,j∗ , c

B
ij∗ ,j∗ , dB

ij∗ ,j∗)) correctly. Then at the end
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of round 2m + 3, A may choose rA = (rB)′. The consequence is that there may
be an item (ij′ , j′) ∈ KA such that

(aA
ij′ ,j′ , b

A
ij′ ,j′ , c

A
ij′ ,j′ , d

A
ij′ ,j′) 6= (aB

ij′ ,j′ , b
B
ij′ ,j′ , c

B
ij′ ,j′ , d

B
ij′ ,j′).

It is easy for the adversary to decide whether such kind of item exists in KA.
When such an item exists, the adversary knows that he has guessed a correct
authenticator of the message (rB)′.

Since zA = MA + aA
ij∗ ,j∗ +

∑
(ij ,j)∈KA,j 6=j∗ aA

ij ,j , we have that every MA is
equally likely given advMA . Since this is the only relevant information about MA

in adv, we have that Pr[adv(M0, r) = c] = Pr[adv(M1, r) = c] for every pair of
messages M0 and M1, adversary’s coin flips r, and the possible view c. It follows
that

∑
c |Pr[adv(M0, r) = c] − Pr[adv(M1, r) = c]| = 0.

We now prove reliability. Let

KAB = {(ij , j) : ∃i((aA
i,j , b

A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j) = (aB

i,j , b
B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j)) and

∀(0 < i < ij)((aA
i,j , b

A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j) 6= (aB

i,j , b
B
i,j , c

B
i,j , d

B
i,j))}.

It follows from the use of bauth() that the probability that there exists a k and
r′ 6= rB with rk(r′) > w1 + w+ is less than or equal to the probability that at
least one fault node guesses a correct authenticator of r′, which is again less than
mn2/|F| (see Franklin and Wright [8]). That is, the first transmission from B to
A (i.e. in rounds m + 2 through 2m + 3) succeeds with the probability at least
1−mn2/|F|. Let FTR denote the event that the first transmission from B to A
succeeds. Now assume that rA = rB and uA

i,j,kA
= bauth(rA, aA

i,j , b
A
i,j , c

A
i,j , d

A
i,j)).

Then

aB
i,j(r

B)3 + bB
i,j(r

B)2 + cB
i,jr

B + dB
i,j = aA

i,j(r
A)3 + bA

i,j(r
A)2 + cA

i,jr
A + dA

i,j

which implies that rB is a solution of the equation

(aB
i,j − aA

i,j)(r
B)3 + (bB

i,j − bA
i,j)(r

B)2 + (cB
i,j − cA

i,j)r
B + (dB

i,j − dA
i,j) = 0 (1)

Since aA
i,j , bA

i,j, cA
i,j ,d

A
i,j , aB

i,j , bB
i,j, cB

i,j , and dB
i,j are fixed before the random choice

of rB , and the equation (1) has at most three solutions, it follows that for any
fixed (ij , j) ∈ KA,

Pr[(aA
ij ,j , b

A
ij ,j , c

A
ij ,j , d

A
ij ,j) 6= (aB

ij ,j , b
B
ij ,j, c

B
ij ,j, d

B
ij ,j)|FTR] ≤ 3/|F|. (2)

Then, by the relation (2),

Pr[KA = KAB|FTR]

≥ 1 −
∑

(ij ,j)∈KA

Pr[(aA
ij ,j, b

A
ij ,j , c

A
ij ,j , d

A
ij ,j) 6= (aB

ij ,j , b
B
ij ,j, c

B
ij ,j, d

B
ij ,j)|FTR]

≥ 1 − 3n

|F| .
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Whence we have

Pr[KA = KAB] = Pr[KA = KAB|FTR] · Pr[FTR]

≥
(

1 − mn2

|F|
) (

1 − 3n

|F|
)

≥ 1 − 3n + mn2

|F| .

A similar analysis shows that the probability that KB 6= KAB or zB 6= zA is
less than 3n+mn2

|F| . Hence our protocol is reliable with the probability

Pr[KA = KAB] · Pr[KB = KAB] ≥
(

1 − 3n + mn2

|F|
)2

≥ 1 − 2(3n + mn2)
|F| .

Since |F| > 2(3n + mn2)/δ, it follows that Pr[MB = MA] > 1 − δ. ut
Remark: Note that in rounds 2m+4 through 3m+5 of our Perfectly Private

Transmission Protocol, the information KA is transmitted explicitly. Indeed, this
is not necessary. We can omit the transmission of KA. Then at the end of round
3m+5, using the same method that A used to compute the set KA at the end of
round 2m + 3, B can compute KB (which equals to KA with high probability).
If KA is not transmitted explicitly, then we can also use the authentication code
bauth(M, a, b, c) = aM2 + bM + c instead of bauth(M, a, b, c, d), since even the
adversary guesses a correct authentication code on a random (rB)′, he has no idea
whether he has succeed. For this modification, the proof for the corresponding
Theorem 5 remains the same.

5 Weak Connectivity

In a more general setting of multicast graph, there is a channel from each node
to its neighbor nodes. We say that two nodes A and B of a multicast graph is
strongly t-connected (which was implicitly introduced by Franklin and Wright
[8]) if there are t neighborhoods (except A and B) disjoint paths connecting A
and B. Franklin and Wright [8] have observed that the multicast lines protocol
can be simulated on any strongly t + 1-connected multicast graph. That is, if
A and B are strongly t + 1-connected, then our results in the previous section
shows that (0, δ)-secure message transmission between A and B are possible. In
the following, we show that this condition is not necessary.

Franklin and Yung [9] define that two nodes A and B in a multicast graph
G(V, E) are weakly t-connected if for any set V1 ⊆ V \ {A, B} with |V1| < t, the
removal of neighbor(V1) and all incident edges from G(V, E) does not disconnect
A and B, where neighbor(V1) = V1 ∪ {v ∈ V | ∃u ∈ V1 : (u, v) ∈ E} \ {A, B}.
Franklin and Yung [9] show that it is coNP hard to decide whether a given
graph is weakly t-connected.

Let A and B be two nodes on a multicast graph G(V, E) and t < n. We
say that A and B are weakly (n, t)-connected if there are n vertex disjoint paths
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p1, . . . , pn between A and B and, for any vertex set T ⊆ (V \ {A, B}) with
|T | ≤ t, there exists an i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that all vertices on pi have no
neighbor in T . Obviously, if two vertices are weakly (n, t)-connected then they
are weakly t + 1-connected.

Theorem 6. If A and B are weakly (n, t)-connected for some t < n, then the
Perfectly Private Transmission Protocol in the previous section is an efficient
(0, δ)-secure message transmission between A and B.

Proof. It follows straightforward from the proof of Theorem 5. ut

Franklin and Yung [9] show that, in the context of a t-passive adversary, weak
t + 1-connectivity is necessary and sufficient for achieving private communica-
tions. Theorem 6 provides a sufficient condition for achieving perfect privacy and
probabilistic reliability against a t-active adversary in a general multi-cast graph.
It is an open question whether the condition in Theorem 6 is also necessary.

It is easily observed that strong t + 1-connectivity implies weak (t + 1, t)-
connectivity. The following example shows that (n, t)-weak connectivity does
not imply strong t + 1-connectivity.

Example 7. Let G(V, E) be the graph defined by V = {A, B} ∪ {vi,j : i, j =
1, 2, 3} and E = {(A, vi,1) : i = 1, 2, 3} ∪ {(vi,j , vi,j+1 : i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2} ∪
{(vi,3, B) : 1 = 1, 2, 3} ∪ {(v1,1, v2,1), (v2,2, v3,2), (v3,3, v1,3)}. Then it is straight-
forward to show that A and B are weakly (3, 1)-connected but not strongly
2-connected in G.

Theorem 6 shows that, for at most one malicious node, efficient (0, δ)-secure
message transmission between A and B is possible in the multicast graph defined
in Example 7. Note that this multicast graph is only strongly 1-connected, and
so Franklin-Wright’s results have no bearing on this example.

Similarly, for any n > 2 the following example gives a graph G and two
vertices A and B such that A and B are weakly (n, 1)-connected but not weakly
3-connected.

Example 8. Let G(V, E) be the graph defined by V = {A, B} ∪ {vi,j : i =
1, . . . n; j = 1, 2} and E = {(A, vi,1) : i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {(vi,1, vi,2 : i = 1, . . . , n} ∪
{(vi,2, B) : 1 = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {(v1,2, vi,2) : i = 2, . . . , bn

2 c} ∪ {(vbn
2 c+1,2, vi,2) : i =

bn
2 c + 2, . . . , n}. Then it is straightforward to show that A and B are weakly

(n, 1)-connected but not weakly 3-connected in G.

Then Theorem 6 shows that, for at most one malicious node, efficient (0, δ)-
secure message transmission between A and B is possible in the graph G defined
in Example 8. The result by Franklin and Yung [9] shows that secure message
transmission between A and B is impossible in this graph when there are two
malicious nodes. However, if n > 2t+1 and we use non-broadcast channels, then
secure message transmission is possible between A and B against t malicious
nodes (see, e.g., Dolev, Dwork, Waarts, and Yung [7]). It follows that in certain
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cases broadcast helps adversaries “more”, which contrasts with Franklin and
Wright’s result [8] that in certain cases broadcast hurts adversaries “more”.

We close our paper by showing that it is NP-hard to decide whether a given
multicast graph is strongly k-connected.

Theorem 9. It is NP-complete to decide whether a given multicast graph is
strongly k-connected.

Proof. It is clear that the specified problem is in NP. Whence it suffices to
reduce the following NP-complete problem IS (Independent Set) to our problem.
A similar (but not identical) reduction for a different problem has appeared in
Burmester, Desmedt, and Wang [3]. The independent set problem is:

Instance: A graph G(V, E) and a number k.
Question: Does there exist a node set V1 ⊆ V of size k such that any two nodes
in V1 are not connected by an edge in E?

The input G(VG, EG), to IS, consists of a set of vertices VG = {v1, . . . , vn}
and a set of edges EG. In the following we construct a multicast graph f(G) =
MG(V ; E) and two nodes A, B ∈ V such that there is an independent set of size
k in G if and only if A and B are strongly k-connected.

Let V = {A, B} ∪ {ui,j : i, j = 1, . . . n} ∪ {ui : i = 1, . . . , n}, and E be the
set of the following edges.

1. For each pair i, j = 1, . . . , n, there is an edge (A, ui,j) ∈ E.
2. For each pair i, j = 1, . . . , n: if there is exists an edge (vi, vj) ∈ EG, then

there are four edges (ui,j , ui), (ui,j , uj), (uj,i, ui), and (uj,i, uj) in E.
3. For each i, there is an edge (ui, B) ∈ E.

It is clear that two paths P1 and P2 connecting A and B which go through
ui and uj respectively are node disjoint and have no common neighborhoods
(except A and B) if and only if there is no edge (vi, vj) in EG. Hence there is an
independent set of size k in G if and only if A and B are strongly k-connected.

ut

Similarly, we can define the corresponding problem for weak (n, t)-connec-
tivity as follows:

Instance: A graph G(V, E) and two number n > k.
Question: Is G weakly (n, t)-connected?

Using a reduction from the NP-complete problem “Vertex Cover”, a similar
argument as in the proof of Theorem 9 can be used to show that the above
problem is coNP-hard (the details are omitted). Indeed, it is straightforward
to show that the above problem belongs to Σp

2 (that is, the second level of the
polynomial time hierarchy). It remains open whether this problem is coNP-
complete, or Σp

2 -complete, or neither.
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